and inner-city revitalization presents a complex and seemingly intractable problem for urban and regional planners, scholars, policymakers, activists, and citizens. This article presents an overview of the dilemma from a city and regional planning perspective. It begins with a brief summary of basic planning theory, followed by a more detailed description of successful inner-city revitalization and the isolation and deprivation of racial minorities inhabiting America’s cities. Race is a ubiquitous reality that must be acknowledged if planners do not want to simply be the facilitators of social exclusion and economic isolation. — Robert Mier (1994, p. 236). The issues of race and inner-city revitalization are. Home â€³.

The causes of deprivation. Inner city areas were once thriving communities with a mixture of land-use and rich living alongside poor. There were shops & houses, services, community spirit & little crime. However there were high levels of pollution â€³land, air & water. Poor sanitation led to a high death rate. Cycle of deprivation. After the industrial revolution people became increasingly affluent. Local authorities where there are severe urban problems can bid for funds for specific projects. E.g. the derelict inner city of Leicester has been transformed with shops, services & housing. The policy has been unified into a single policy as it was previously too fragmented. Also a new neighbourhood renewal fund of Â£800 mln is to be introduced over 3 years. Acknowledgments; Preface; Introduction; 1. Defining Urban Deprivation Geoff Norris 2. The Corporate Dimension of Employment Change in the Inner City Peter Dicken and Peter E. Lloyd 3. The Inner City Labour Market Glen Bramley 4. Area Externalities and Urban Unemployment Alan McGregor 5. Access and Deprivation in Local Authority Housing John English 6. Politics and Planning of Urban Renewal in the Private Housing Sector Tim Mason 7. Low Income Owner-Occupation in the Inner City Valerie A. Karn 8. Population Decline in Cities Colin Jones; Notes on Contributors; Index. View More. View Less. DOI link for Urban Deprivation and the Inner City. Urban Deprivation and the Inner City book. Edited By Colin Jones. Phenomena such as high levels of unemployment, decaying and vandalised council estates, poor educational achievements by schoolchildren and the population decline in inner cities are just some of the problems challenged by this important work. The contributors from such diverse fields as economics, geography, public administration, social policy and sociology investigate the specific areas where the problematic conditions of unemployment and housing tend to predominate. This title will be of particular interest to students of the social sciences. Table of contents. chapter 6 pages.